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a b s t r a c t
In the context of Model Driven Engineering, models are the main development artifacts
and model transformations are among the most important operations applied to models.
A number of specialized languages have been proposed, aimed at specifying model
transformations. Apart from the software engineering properties of transformation
languages, the availability of high quality tool support is also of key importance for the
industrial adoption and ultimate success of MDE. In this paper we present ATL: a model
transformation language and its execution environment based on the Eclipse framework.
ATL tools provide support for the major tasks involved in using a language: editing,
compiling, executing, and debugging.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Model transformations play an important role in the Model Driven Engineering (MDE) approach. Developing model
transformation definitions is expected to become a common task inmodel driven software development. Software engineers
should be supported in performing this task by mature MDE tools and techniques in the same way as they are presently
supported by classical IDEs, compilers, and debuggers in their everyday programming work.
One direction for providing such a support is to develop domain-specific languages designed to solve common model
transformation tasks. Indeed, this is the approach that has been taken recently by the research community and software
industry. As a result a number of model transformation languages have been proposed [1,11,13].
In this paper we describe ATL (ATLAS Transformation Language): a domain-specific language for specifying model-to-
model transformations. It is a part of the AMMA (ATLAS Model Management Architecture) platform [2]. ATL is inspired by
the OMG QVT requirements [11] and builds upon the OCL formalism [12]. The choice of using OCL is motivated by its wide
adoption in MDE and the fact that it is a standard language supported by OMG and the major tool vendors. In that way we
capitalize on the existing user familiarity with OCL.
ATL is a hybrid language, i.e. it provides a mix of declarative and imperative constructs. The major language features and
the supporting development tools are presented. We informally explain the syntax and semantics of ATL by using a simple
case study as an example.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the basic concepts related to model transformations and to the
operational context of ATL. Section 3 presents the language constructs on the base of examples. Section 4 describes the tool
support available for ATL: the ATL virtual machine, the ATL compiler, the IDE based on Eclipse, and the debugger. Section 5
presents a brief comparison with other approaches for model transformations. Section 6 gives conclusions.
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Fig. 1.Model transformation pattern.
2. Models and model transformations
In MDE, models are considered as the unifying concept in IT engineering. Traditionally, models have been used as initial
design sketches mainly meant to communicate ideas among developers. MDE promotes models to primary artifacts that
drive the whole development process. The notion of model goes beyond the narrow view of semi-formal diagram thus
requiringmuchmore precise definitions andmodeling languages. In this sectionwe introduce the basic terminology needed
for the further discussion.
TheMDE community has been using the concepts ofmodel,metamodel, andmetametamodel for quite some time. Amodel
is a representation of a system. It captures some characteristics of the systemandprovides knowledge about it. InMDEweare
interested in models expressed in precise languages. The conceptual foundation of a modeling language, when expressed as
a model, is calledmetamodel. Often, metamodels are considered as definitions of the abstract syntax of modeling languages.
The relation between amodel expressed in a language and themetamodel of this language is called conformsTo. Metamodels
are in turn expressed in a modeling language called metamodeling language. Its conceptual foundation is captured in a
model calledmetametamodel. Models, metamodels, and metametamodel form a three-level architecture with levels named
M1, M2, and M3 respectively. For a precise definition of these concepts based on multi-graphs the reader is referred to [8].
The principles ofMDEmay be implemented in several standards. For example, OMGproposes a standardmetametamodel
called Meta Object Facility (MOF) [10]. An example of a metamodel in the context of OMG standards is the UMLmetamodel.
An MDE development process is a series of transformations over models. Usually, transformations are refinement steps
over models that decrease the level of abstraction but other formsmay also be found in transformation chains. The goal is to
produce a model that contains enough details for automatic generation of executable code. Other transformation scenarios
in MDE are refactoring, reverse engineering, data translation between heterogeneous data sources, etc.
In general, model transformations may be implemented in different ways, for example, by using a general purpose
programming language. In this paper we focus on transformations expressed in a specialized model transformation
language.
Model transformations in MDE follow a common pattern known as model transformation pattern shown in Fig. 1 Tab is
a transformation program which execution results in automatic creation of model Mb from Ma. These three entities (Tab,
Mb, andMa) are all models conforming toMMt,MMb, andMMametamodels, respectively.MMt corresponds to the abstract
syntax of the transformation language.
The threemetamodels conform to ametametamodel namedMMM. In the context of OMG standards, themetametamodel
MMM is the MOF.
3. ATLAS transformation language
ATL is applied in the context of the transformation pattern shown in Fig. 2. In this pattern a source model Ma is
transformed into a target model Mb according to a transformation definition mma2mmb.atl written in the ATL language.
The transformation definition is a model conforming to the ATLmetamodel. All metamodels conform to theMOF.
ATL is a hybrid transformation language. It contains a mixture of declarative and imperative constructs. We encourage
a declarative style of specifying transformations. The declarative style of transformation specification has a number of
advantages. It is usually based on specifying relations between source and target patterns and thus tends to be closer to
the way the developers intuitively perceive a transformation. This style stresses on encoding these relations and hides the
details related to selection of source elements, rule triggering and ordering, dealing with traceability, etc. Therefore, it can
hide complex transformation algorithms behind a simple syntax.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the ATL transformational approach.
Fig. 3. Class metamodel.
Fig. 4. Relational metamodel.
However, it is sometimes difficult to provide a complete declarative solution for a given transformational problem. In
that case developers may resort to the imperative features of the language.
ATL transformations are unidirectional, operating on read-only source models and producing write-only target models.
During the execution of a transformation, the sourcemodelmay be navigated but changes to it are not allowed. Targetmodel
cannot be navigated. A bidirectional transformation is implemented as a couple of transformations: one for each direction.
Source and target models for ATL may be expressed in the XMI OMG serialization format. Source and target metamodels
may be expressed also in XMI or in the more convenient KM3 notation [8].
In this section we describe the features of the ATL language. The syntax of the language is presented based on examples
(Sections 3.2–3.5). Then in Section 3.6 we briefly describe the execution semantics of ATL. A more detailed and formal
specification of the ATL semantics can be found in [4].
3.1. Case study: Transforming class models to relational models
The case study requires transformation program that transforms simple class models to relational models. The source
and target metamodels are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
In a class model, classes have zero or more attributes and may specialize other classes. The type of attributes is either a
primitive datatype or a class.
A relational model contains a set of tables. Every table has zero or more columns. Some of the columns are keys. Every
column has a primitive type.
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We will focus on two transformation rules described informally in the following way:
• For each class in the source model a table in the target model is created with the same name as the class name;
• For each single valued attribute a column is created in the target model.
The complete case study may be found in the accompanying software bundle.
3.2. Overall structure of transformation definitions
Transformation definitions in ATL form modules. A module contains a mandatory header section, import section, and a
number of helpers andtransformation rules. Header section gives the name of the transformation module and declares the
source and target models. Here is an example header section:
module Class2Relational;
create OUT : Relational from IN : Class;
The header section starts with the keyword module followed by the name of the module. Then the source and target
models are declared as variables typed by their metamodels. The keyword create indicates the target models. The keyword
from indicates the source models. In our example the target model bound to the variable OUT is created from the source
model IN. The source and target models conform to the metamodels Class and Relational respectively. In general, more than
one source and target models may be enumerated in the header section.
Helpers and transformation rules are the constructs used to specify the transformation functionality. They are explained
in the next two sections.
3.3. Helpers
The term helper comes from the OCL specification ([12], section 7.4.4, p11), which defines two kinds of helpers: operation
and attribute helpers.
In ATL, a helper can only be specified on anOCL type or on a sourcemetamodel type since targetmodels are not navigable.
Operation helpers define operations in the context of a model element or in the context of a module. They can have input
parameters and can use recursion. Attribute helpers are used to associate read-only named values to sourcemodel elements.
Similarly to operation helpers they have a name, a context, and a type. The difference is that they cannot have input
parameters. Their values are specified by an OCL expression. Like operation helpers, attribute helpers can be recursively
defined.
Attribute helpers can be considered as ameans to decorate sourcemodels before transformation execution. A decoration
of a model element may depend on the decoration of other elements. To illustrate the syntax of operation helpers we
consider an example.
helper context String def: firstToLower() : String =
self.substring(1, 1).toLower() + self.substring(2, self.size());
The helper firstToLower is defined in the context of the String type (indicated by the keyword context) and its values are
strings. The OCL expression used to calculate the value of the helper is given after the ‘=’ symbol. When executed on a given
string the helper returns the same string with the first letter not capitalized.
3.4. Transformation rules
Transformation rule is the basic construct in ATL used to express the transformation logic. ATL rules may be specified
either in a declarative style or in an imperative style. In this section we focus on declarative rules. Section 3.5 describes the
imperative features of ATL.
Matched rules. Declarative ATL rules are calledmatched rules. A matched rule is composed of a source pattern and of a target
pattern. Rule source pattern specifies a set of source types (coming from the sourcemetamodels and from the set of collection
types available in OCL) and a guard (an OCL Boolean expression). A source pattern is evaluated to a set of matches in source
models.
The target pattern is composed of a set of elements. Every element specifies a target type (from the target metamodel)
and a set of bindings. A binding refers to a feature of the target type (i.e. an attribute, a reference, or an association end) and
specifies an initialization expression for the feature value. The following snippet shows a simple matched rule in ATL. This
rule implements the logic for transforming classes to tables.
1. rule Class2Table {
2. from
3. c : Class!Class
4. to
5. out : Relational !Table (
6. name <- c.name,
7. col <- Sequence {key}->union(c.attr->select(e | not e.multiValued)),
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8. key <- Set {key}
9. ),
10.
11. key : Relational!Column (
12. name <- ’objectId’,
13. type <- thisModule.objectIdType
14. )
15. }
The rule name Class2Table is given after the keyword rule (line 1). The rule source pattern specifies one variable of type
Class (line 3). The target pattern contains one element of type Table (line 5) assigned to the variable out, and one element
of type Column (line 11) assigned to the variable key. These elements have bindings that specify expressions for initializing
their features. The symbol ‘<-’ is used to delimit the feature to be initialized (left-hand side) from the initialization expression
(right-hand side). For example, line 7 presents a binding that initializes the feature col of the table. The value is obtained by
obtaining all the columns derived from non multi-valued attributes, and uniting them with the key column created in the
same rule. The expression in line 7 relies on a resolution algorithm that returns target model elements created from given
sourcemodel elements. This algorithm is explained in the next section. The rule that creates columns fromnonmulti-valued
attributes is given below.
1. rule ClassAttribute2Column {
2. from
3. a : Class!Attribute (
4. a.type.oclIsKindOf(Class!Class) and not a.multiValued
5. )
6. to
7. foreignKey : Relational !Column ( TODO : Why this is foreignKey ? It should be normal column ?
8. name <- a.name + ’Id’,
9. type <- thisModule . objectIdType
10. )
11. }
This rule shows an example usage of a guard expression in the source pattern (line 4). It ensures that only non multi-
valued attributes will be selected for transformation by this rule.
Execution semantics ofmatched rules.Matched rules are executed overmatches of their source pattern. For a givenmatch
the target elements of the specified types are created in the targetmodel and their features are initialized using the bindings.
Executing a rule on amatch additionally creates a traceability link in the internal structures of the transformation engine.
This link relates three components: the rule, the match (i.e. source elements) and the newly created target elements.
The feature initialization uses a value resolution algorithm, called ATL resolve algorithm. The algorithm is applied on the
values of binding expressions. If the value type is primitive, then the value is assigned to the corresponding feature. If its
type is a metamodel type or a collection type there are two possibilities:
• if the value is a target element it is assigned to the feature;
• if the value is a source element it is first resolved into a target element using internal traceability links. The resolution
results in an element from the target model created from the source element by a given rule. After the resolution the
target model element becomes the value of the feature.
Thanks to this algorithm, target elements can be linked together using source model navigation.
Kinds of matched rules. There are several kinds of matched rules differing in the way they are triggered.
• Standard rules are applied once for every match that can be found in source models. In the presented example only
standard matched rules are used;
• Lazy rules are triggered by other rules. They are applied on a singlematch asmany times as it is referred to by other rules,
every time producing a new set of target elements. Lazy rules are indicated by the keyword lazy;
• Unique lazy rules are also triggered by other rules. They are applied only once for a given match. If a unique lazy rule is
triggered later on the same match the already created target elements are used. Rules of this type are indicated by the
unique lazy keywords.
The ATL resolution algorithm takes care of triggering lazy and unique lazy rules when a source element is referred to within
an initialization expression.
Rule inheritance. In ATL, rule inheritance can be used as a code reuse mechanism and also as a mechanism for specifying
polymorphic rules.
A rule (called subrule) may inherit from another rule (parent rule). A subrule matches a subset of what its parent rule
matches. The source pattern types in the parent rule may be replaced by their subtypes in the subrule source pattern. The
guard of a subrule forms a conjunction with the guard of the parent rule.
A subrule target pattern extends its parent target pattern using any combination of the following modifications:
subtyping target types, adding bindings, replacing bindings, and adding new target elements.
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Fig. 5. ATL development tools architecture.
3.5. Imperative features of ATL
Sometimes complex transformation algorithms may be required and it may be difficult to specify a purely declarative
solution for them. ATL has an imperative part based on two main constructs:
• called rules. A called rule is basically a procedure: it is invoked by name and may take arguments;
• action block. An action block is a sequence of imperative statements and can be used instead of or in a combination with
a target pattern in matched or called rules. The imperative statements available in ATL are the well known constructs for
specifying control flow such as conditions, loops, assignments, etc. We do not give their syntax in this paper.
If either a called rule or an action block is used in an ATL program, this program is no longer fully declarative.
3.6. Execution of transformation definitions
In this section we briefly sketch some aspects of the execution algorithm of ATL transformations. The execution starts by
invoking an optional called rule marked as entry point. This rule, in turn, may invoke other called rules. Then the algorithm
executes the standard matched rules (some of them may contain an action block). Rule matching and rule application are
separated in two phases. In the first phase all patterns of the rules arematched against the sourcemodel(s). For everymatch
the target elements are created. Traceability links are also created in this phase. In the second phase all the bindings for the
created target elements are executed. ATL resolution algorithm, and execution of lazy rules are applied if necessary.
The algorithm does not suppose any order in rule matching, target elements creation for a match, and target elements
initialization. Action block (if present) must, however, be executed after having applied the declarative part of the rule.
Attribute helpers may be initialized in a pass performed before running the rest of the transformation. They may also be
lazily evaluated when the helper value is read for the first time. Since the source models are read-only, the attribute helper
values may be cached. Lazy evaluation and caching are implemented in the current version of ATL, and typically improve
the performance.
As long as lazy rules and called rules are not used, the execution algorithm terminates and is deterministic. Although
the order of execution of rules is non-deterministic, different execution orders produce the same result for a given source
model. This is a consequence of the fact that source models are read-only: the execution of a rule cannot change the set of
matches. In addition, target models are write-only: the initialization of a target element cannot impact the initialization of
another. It is possible to have recursive helpers that do not terminate. In this case the transformation does not terminate
either. Called rules use imperative constructs and the termination is not guaranteed. Lazy rules may introduce mutually
circular references, thus causing non-termination.
4. ATL development tools
ATL is accompanied by a set of tools built on top of the Eclipse platform. Fig. 5 represents the overall architecture of the
ATL Development Tools (ADT). ADT is composed of the ATL transformation engine (Engine block), and of the ATL Integrated
Development Environment (IDE: Editor, Builder and Debug blocks). Complete usage documentation is provided in the ATL
user manual. Each block is described in the remaining part of this section.
4.1. Engine
The ATL engine is responsible for dealing with core ATL tasks: compilation and execution. ATL transformations are
compiled to programs in specialized byte-code. This byte-code is executed by the ATL Virtual Machine (VM). The VM is
specialized in handling models and provides a set of instructions for model manipulation.
The architecture of ATL execution engine is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. The architecture of the ATL execution engine.
Fig. 7. ATL editor and debugger screenshot.
The VM may run on top of various model management systems. To isolate the VM from their specifics an intermediate
level is introduced called Model Handler Abstraction Layer. This layer translates the instructions of the VM for model
manipulation to the instructions of a specific model handler. Model handlers are components that provide programming
interfaces for model manipulation. Some examples are Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [3], and MDR [9]. Model
repository provides storage facilities for models. Within Eclipse, it corresponds to the workspace file system.
4.2. Editing
The ATL editor supports syntax highlighting, error reporting, and outline view (i.e. tree-based representation of the ATL
program). The bottom left part of Fig. 7 shows how the Class2Relational.atl example is represented under the editor. The
bottom right part of the figure shows the corresponding outline.
4.3. Building and launching ATL transformations
ATL compiler is automatically called on each ATL file in each ATL project during the Eclipse build process. By default, this
process is triggered when a file is modified (e.g., saved).
Executing an ATL transformation requires the declared source and target models and metamodels to be bound to actual
models (i.e. XMI files typically ending in .xmi or .ecore). This is done in the launch configuration wizard. Fig. 8 gives a
screenshot of this wizard and shows the correspondence between the user interface and the operational context of the
transformation given in Fig. 1. Solid arrows map models and metamodels to their declarations whereas dashed arrows map
the declarations to the corresponding files. For instance, the sourcemodelMa is declared asmodel INwithmetamodel Class.
The file corresponding to model IN is sample-Class.ecore. The first tab that can be seen on the top left of Fig. 8 is entitled ‘‘ATL
Configuration’’ and is used to specify the location of the transformation to execute. This wizard is accessible from Eclipse
Launch button (see Fig. 7).
The ATL engine delegates reading and writing models to the underlying model handler. When EMF is used, for instance,
source and target models must be in EMF XMI 2.0. They can be edited with EMF reflective editor, which represents models
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Fig. 8. ATL launch configuration.
as trees. More complex transformation scenarios can use other kinds of formats (e.g., XML, textual). This is illustrated by the
CPL2SPL example provided with ATL Development Tools. However, dealing with such formats involves more than model-
to-model transformation. It is consequently out of the scope of this paper.
4.4. Debugging
ATL transformationsmay be debugged using the same launch configuration used for launching. The only difference is that
we now use the Debug button (see Fig. 7) instead of Launch. Transformations can be executed step-by-step or run normally.
In this case, execution stops when an error occurs or a breakpoint is reached. The current context (i.e. values of variables)
may be analyzed using the variable view (see the top right part of Fig. 7). It enables simple navigation in source and target
models from the current context (rule or helper).
5. Related work
In the last couple of years we have observed a number of proposals for model transformation languages. Some of them
are a response to the QVT RFP issued by OMG [11]. ATL is applicable in QVT transformation scenarios where transformation
definitions are specified on the base ofMOFmetamodels. ATL is able to performother transformation scenarios going beyond
the QVT context where source and target models are artifacts created with various technologies such as databases, XML
documents, etc. For this purpose ATL relies onAMMAplatform features that are beyond the scope of this paper. A comparison
between ATL and the last QVT proposal may be found in [6].
Currently, the available tools for executing QVT transformations are still immature. For example, Borland Together
Architect 2006 R2 supports an older version of the QVT Operational Mappings specification and not all the features are
implemented. Similarly, ModelMorf only partially supports the Relational QVT language. ATL is independent from the
specification of the QVT languages and is able to perform the model-to-model transformations in the QVT operational
context.
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Furthermore, the ATL tool supports most of the planned features of the ATL language as specified in Table 2 of [7]. There
are only three notable exceptions (i.e. features not implemented yet): static type checking, helpers in the context of collection
types, and more strongly typed resolution, which depends on static type checking.
An important class of transformation approaches relies on graph transformations techniques [1,13]. ATL is not directly
based on the mathematical foundation of these approaches. An interesting direction for future research is to formalize the
ATL semantics in terms of graph transformation theory. The declarative part of ATL is especially suitable for this.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we presented ATL: a hybrid model transformation language developed as a part of the ATLAS Model
Management Architecture. ATL is supported by a set of development tools built on top of the Eclipse environment: a
compiler, a virtual machine, an editor, and a debugger. ATL allows both imperative and declarative approaches to be used
in transformation definitions depending on the problem at hand.
ATL is currently used or evaluated onmore than 100 sites, academic or industrial. There is a library of ATL transformations
available in open source from the M2M Eclipse project. The current state of ATL tools already allows solving non-trivial
problems. This is demonstrated by the increasing number of implemented examples, and the interest shown by the rapidly
growing ATL user community that provides a valuable feedback. More than eighty different scenarios accounting for more
than one hundred and sixty individual transformations are available on ATL M2M website [5].
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Appendix. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.scico.2007.08.002.
The archive contains a ready-to-use bundle of ATL Development Tools (including Eclipse EMF [3], and ADT). It also includes
ATL starter guide and ATL user manual.
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